To:
The Scientists involved in experiments at LNL
The Directors of the INFN Sections and INFN National Laboratories
The Members of the C.d.L. of LNL
The Research and Technical Staff of LNL

Subject: Call for contributions to the Annual Report 2021 of the Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro of the I.N.F.N.

Dear Colleague,

You are invited to send your contribution/-s to the Annual Report 2021 of the Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro.

The deadline for submission is Wednesday, 30 March 2022

The guidelines for submitting contributions and the A.R.-template files are available at: http://www1.lnl.infn.it/~annrep/. Template files are available both for MS-Word and LaTeX users: the contributions not complying with the A.R.-template format will not be accepted. Authors are kindly requested to submit only PDF files. Should you have difficulties with the format, please contact the Editors.

All contributed papers submitted within the deadline will be reviewed by a Committee, which will be set up by the Editors.

Besides the manuscript/-s, please remember to send also:

- the list of your publications published during 2021, which are related to your research activity at LNL (i.e. papers on international scientific journals, proceedings of conferences and workshops, internal reports);
- the list of theses discussed during 2021, which are related to your research activity at LNL. Please include the name, type of thesis (PhD, Master's degree, and bachelor’s degree), title of the thesis and institution.
- the list of fellows/students (post-doctoral, doctoral, graduated, or undergraduate level) who have been involved in your research activity at LNL during 2021 (Please include the name, level, and institution).

Please help us to reach all possibly interested colleagues, by forwarding this call to your collaborators if not included in the present mailing list, or by sending to our attention more e-mail addresses to be included in our list.

Thank you very much for your collaboration.

Andrea Gozzelino
Daniele Ceccato
Gaia Pupillo
Matteo Campostrini
Silvia Martin